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TOP: East of Cody, WY, with Heart Mountain as the backdrop, a golden eagle alights on a branch. INSERT: Dr. Charles R. Preston examining a golden eagle in the wild.

“MONARCH OF THE SKIES” EXHIBIT OPENS
D RAPE R NATU RAL H I STO RY M U S E U M
by Charles R. Preston, Ph.D. / Bonnie Lawrence-Smith
Founding Curator and Curator-in-Charge / Curatorial Assistant
Draper Natural History Museum
It was truly a dark and stormy night. The storm brought
torrential rain, sleet, snow, golf-ball-sized hail, and wind
- Wyoming-level wind! It had driven us from the field the
afternoon before, and now we were back to discover the
storm’s effects on the newly-hatched golden eagles we
had documented in several nests the previous week. The
morning was cool and damp, and the sky was still drenched
with gray clouds. The first nest we checked left us worried
for the rest of the nesting population. We scrambled,
slipped, and scrambled again up a nearby hill overlooking
the nest site. After focusing our powerful spotting scope on
the distant nest, it became clear that the two downy eagle
nestlings we had seen the day before were now missing.

adult eagle flying just below the clouds nearly a mile away
from the nest that had been home to two eagle nestlings
a few days earlier. We placed our scope several hundred
yards away for a good view into it without disturbing any
eagles that might be nearby. At first, the nest appeared
empty. But, as we watched in dread, we detected a distinct
movement at the very back of the nest. Soon, two white,
downy eaglets came into view! They were alive, but looked
weak and a little ragged. We could not see any prey
remains in the nest and worried that the parents may have

Neither was there any sign of the parents, and a portion
of the nest had broken away from the cliff face. This nest
site was particularly vulnerable to weather because there
was only a small rock outcrop to protect it from above.
After observing the nest for a few hours without detecting
any activity, we searched the muddy area below the nest.
Nothing. We presumed the nestlings dead and the nest
abandoned for this breeding season.
© Charles R. Preston, Photographer
Sagebrush-steppe environment near Cody, WY home to numerous golden eagles.

We moved on with a growing sense of gloom that matched
the sky. As we approached the next site, we observed one
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LEFT: A golden eagle feeds her hungry nestlings. RIGHT: For some, the sagebrush landscape pales in comparison to the tall mountain peaks.

abandoned the nest in the aftermath
of the storm.
Suddenly the big, adult female
appeared from the low-hanging
clouds and perched on a nearby
limber pine snag. She had brought a
freshly-killed cottontail for breakfast!
We watched as she delivered the
rabbit to the nest and began tearing
bits of flesh from the carcass to feed
her little offspring. It turned out that
most of the nests and eagle nestlings
we surveyed that day had survived
the freak June storm—a testimony
to well-placed nests; dedicated,
attentive parents; and eons of natural
selection.
This is only one of countless dramas
that members of our Draper Natural
History Museum research team
have experienced since 2009 when
we began the long-term Golden
Eagle/Sagebrush-Steppe
Ecology
Study we’ve reported on in past
issues of Points West. The golden
eagle is an apex predator in the
Bighorn Basin and other sagebrushdominated landscapes that have
been disappearing, shrinking, and
changing during the last several
decades. Unfortunately, this iconic
www.dveaglealliance.org 			

western
landscape
that
once
dominated much of the American
West is often overlooked and
undervalued in the shadow of the
dramatic heights and gaudy majesty
of the Rocky Mountains. But when
you work daily in the sagebrush
landscape—if
you’re
paying
attention—you can’t help becoming
enchanted by its dynamic nature,
unexpected beauty, and the complex
stories and mysteries it reveals.
And the golden eagle is the
fascinating and charismatic celebrity
of this place. It is also ecologically
significant, providing a barometer
for detecting environmental integrity
and change. Recent studies have
indicated that while golden eagle
populations in some areas of western
North America are declining, others
are stable. Wildlife managers and
scientists are concerned, however,
that even this stability will be shortlived with the rapid loss of habitat
and increasing sources of mortality.
To help prevent significant population
declines and crisis management in
the future, it is important to document
and better evaluate the status,
population dynamics, and ecological

role of the golden eagle in local study
areas across the species’ range.
The saga we began unraveling in
the Bighorn Basin went far beyond
the golden eagle; it encompassed
the complex interactions among
predator, prey, and environment,
and the influence of human land use
changes on these interactions. Early
in our Study, it became clear that we
had a compelling story to tell. We
now had an exceptional opportunity
to share our field-based experiences
and discoveries to the public through
field tours, programs, publications,
and possibly an exhibition.

© Charles R. Preston, Photographer
Thunderbird rock art at Legend Rock State
Petroglyph Site, 55 miles southeast of Cody, WY.
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Monarch of the Skies: The Golden
Eagle in Greater Yellowstone and
the American West
While many museums traditionally
build exhibitions focused on artwork,
artifacts, and other materials, natural
history museums typically create
exhibitions around stories or ideas
using specimens and other materials
to help illustrate the stories. When
research assistant and photographer,
Nick Ciaravella (aka Moosejaw Bravo
Photography) joined the Draper
Museum field crew in 2015, we asked
him to use much of his time and his
exceptional photographic skills to
help document the subjects of our
research and our work in the field.
(See “The eagles of Rattlesnake
Gulch” in the Fall/Winter 2017 issue
of Points West.) Initially, we thought
we could tell our story exclusively
through photographs. But, as national
interest grew, and we strengthened
existing partnerships and established
new collaborative relationships with
all levels of government agencies
and other researchers, we realized
this story warranted a more robust
and lasting vehicle.
By the end of the 2013 season,
we had decided to create a
major,
interdisciplinary,
and
multidimensional exhibition to extend
the Alpine-to-Plains Trail exhibits in
the Draper. The gallery adjacent to the
Draper’s popular tile map of Greater
Yellowstone, just outside our Draper
Museum Discovery Laboratory, is the
perfect setting for this new exhibition.
Its location, down the ramp from the
Plains/Basin exhibit environment
and outside our laboratory, makes it
ideal to showcase the Draper’s own
golden eagle research conducted
in the shrub-steppe country of the
Bighorn Basin.
The initial concept took on a new,
exciting
dimension,
when
we
recognized that we had a unique
opportunity to partner with the
Center’s Plains Indian Museum. The
plan would enrich our story with the

addition of eagle-related ethnographic
materials and insights of Plains
Indian cultural associations with the
golden eagle and its environment
(see sidebar by Bonnie Smith). Plains
Indian Museum Curator, Rebecca
West, became a key member of our
exhibit development team. By early
2016, we were ready to contact an
external exhibit design and fabrication
studio.
We had been working very closely
with Chase Studio, Inc. for several
years to enhance and update our
natural history exhibits annually. The
firm’s principal, Dr. Terry Chase, is
world-renowned for his exhibit design
and fabrication skills, and he knows
the Center and Draper audiences,
physical
layout,
and
facilities
intimately. Chase Studio, working
closely with our team, completed the
exhibit design drawings and plan in
early 2017 and began fabricating key
exhibit elements in their extensive
facilities in Cedar Creek, Missouri.
With the completed design renderings
in hand, we began writing grant
proposals for the exhibition. And, we
decided on a title—Monarch of the
Skies: The Golden Eagle in Greater
Yellowstone and the American West.
As you descend the ramp from
the Draper’s Plains/Basin exhibit
environment, you encounter Monarch.
The gateway section of the exhibition
immerses you in the Bighorn Basin
as two large sandstone cliffs and
a breathtaking video presentation
introduce you to our study area,
the wildlife that inhabits it, and our
research team in action. One of the
cliffs features a large golden eagle
nest, and two golden eagles greet
you from above, one perched and
one flying toward the nest.
Beyond the introductory area,
the exhibition features sections
highlighting golden eagle ecology and
natural history, sagebrush-steppe
distribution, and changes in Greater
Yellowstone. It also includes Plains
Indian associations with eagles; the
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Artist drawings of some of the features of the
Monarch of the Skieshund (T - B) Monarch Intro,
Monarch Eagle Silhouette, Monarch Petroglyph
Cliff, and Monarch Skeleton.
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© Nick Ciaravella, Photographer / Moosejaw Bravo Photography
LEFT: The Draper crew in the field (L – R), Nate Horton, Dr. Charles Preston, Melissa Hill, and Bonnie Lawrence-Smith. RIGHT: Center’s resident golden eagle, Kateri
with staff.

information related to each of the content areas of the
exhibition. Draper and Plains Indian Museum staff, together
with the Center’s Interpretive Education Department, are
also developing online classroom modules and a suite of
educational programming launched from the Monarch of
the Skies platform.

adventure, excitement, and trials of field exploration and
discovery; and conservation challenges and innovative,
new opportunities emerging to help protect golden eagles
and associated wildlife.
One theme weaving through the exhibition is the
importance of scientific research to wildlife conservation
and management. To that end, we present some of the key
adventures and results from our own study on reproduction
and diet of golden eagles in the Bighorn Basin compared
with a network of similar studies across Greater Yellowstone
and the American West.

The exhibition is a wonderful connection to our highly
popular Draper Museum Raptor Experience, too. We now
feature twelve live raptors—including Kateri, our own golden
eagle—in both in-house and outreach programs managed
by Melissa Hill and Brandon Lewis, and supported by nearly
twenty volunteers. And because the exhibition remains in
the Draper for an extended period, we can update and
enhance the experience for years to come. For example,
we’re exploring technologies that provide visitors with
opportunities to experience simulated eagle flight across
a North American migration route and to detect an eagle
approaching a wind farm with a challenge to shut down one
or more turbines to prevent a deadly collision.

Additionally, families can “visit” distant sites and learn
about studies and research teams in Alaska, Washington,
Idaho, Yellowstone National Park, and other key locations.
We enhance the exhibition’s rich stories with natural history
specimens (including actual prey remains recovered
from golden eagle nests and an articulated golden eagle
skeleton cast); Plains Indian materials including a feather
bonnet, talon necklace, and wing fan; interactive touch
screens and audiovisual presentations; large, colorful
graphic panels, and a large selection of stunning, color
photographs of wildlife, including golden eagles, pronghorn,
burrowing owls, badgers, and other species in the dramatic
landscapes where we encountered them.

Monarch of the Skies is a natural addition to the Draper
Museum, highlighting our own original research in the
broader context of exploring and celebrating the profound
relationships binding people with nature in Greater
Yellowstone and the American West. Following Members
and Partners opening events in early June, 2018, the
exhibition is now open to the public.

The exhibition is designed to engage, satisfy, and excite
curious minds of all ages. One of the simplest and most
popular elements of the exhibition is sure to be a life-sized
silhouette of a soaring golden eagle positioned so that you
can compare your “wing-span” to that of this magnificent
aerial predator. This and other elements in the exhibition
provide splendid photo opportunities. We’re also adding
a new station with a soaring eagle to emboss the Draper
Museum passports as a lasting memento.

www.centerofthewest.org/explore/greater-yellowstonenatural-history/exhibits/monarch-of-the-skies
MORE ABOUT DRAPER NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
Opened in June, 2002 in Cody Wyoming, the Draper has
garnered international acclaim for its immersive, informative,
and inspiring exhibit experiences. This year the Draper
celebrates it’s 15th year of educating the public about the
natural world of the Greater Yellowstone ecosystem.
For more information:

To extend and expand the experience of the exhibition, we
are creating a Monarch website with “Dig Deeper” pages
containing more photographs, video clips, interviews, and
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